
Supplementary Materials-
Attention Where It Matters: Rethinking Visual Document Understanding with

Selective Region Concentration

This supplementary material presents a comparative
case study of SeRum with end-to-end methods and OCR-
dependent methods for handling challenging images. The
evaluation utilizes several test sets, such as SROIE [2],
CORD [5], Ticket [1], and DocVQA [4].

Comparison results with end-to-end methods. SeRum
is compared with Donut [3], the current state-of-the-art end-
to-end document understanding method, which decoding
text directly from image features. However, Donut suffers
from generating overly long results, leading to instability,
and attention mechanism deviation and confusion. In con-
trast, SeRum excels at decoding the form of localized vi-
sual tokens of interest, leading to significant improvements
in both of these drawbacks.

As illustrated in Figure 1.(a) to (c), Donut generates an
abnormal sequence of text due to the interference of redun-
dant characters, and it cannot correctly parse all the key
information. In contrast, SeRum possesses the ability to
identify the key area of interest and perform decoding pro-
cess in isolation. Additionally, as shown in Figure 1.(d) to
(f), Donut exhibits a tendency to misinterpret the location
of text, whereas SeRum is capable of correctly identifying
the text and its location within the image. Overall, SeRum
demonstrates a superior performance relative to Donut.

Comparison results with OCR-dependent methods.
This section evaluates the performance of SeRum on hand-
written or blurry text images. Handwritten text recognition
poses a significant challenge to OCR systems due to the
inherent complexity and variability of handwritten fonts.
Handwritten characters exhibit a high degree of variation
in shape, size, slant, etc. as shown in Figure 2.(a) to (g).
Besides, the stability of the system can also be significantly
impacted by the presence of blurry text, as exemplified in
Figure 2.(h) to (o).

The SeRum model simplifies the character recogni-
tion pipeline by integrating all stages into a single model,
achieving end-to-end optimization that improves accuracy
and reduces error propagation. Additionally, the model uti-
lizes attention mechanisms to extract robust features from
input images and effectively utilize contextual information.

Our findings indicate that the SeRum method can syn-
thesize the context and help improve the OCR recognition
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SeRum: TAHU GORENG… (nm)

Donut: <s_nm> E T E T E T E …….. Donut:  None (nm)

SeRum: ICED GT (nm)

Donut: <cnt> 4

SeRum: (Qty=4.00) (cnt)

Donut: <s_nm> FOOD Quality/k

SeRum: BLACK PAPER …..（nm）

(c)

Donut:  None (ticket_num)

SeRum: F029746 (ticket_num)

(f)

Donut: <s_total> 5.00

SeRum: 4.90 (total)

Figure 1. Challenging cases encountered in our study, including
instances of redundant text on the border, superimposed images,
etc. The red and green boxes represent the outputs of Donut and
SeRum, respectively. Best viewed in color.

results. For example, in Figure 2.(d), the SeRum model
identifies the word ‘home’ after a phone number, indicating
that it is a home phone rather than a less common term like
‘hame’. As shown in Figure 2.(n), the SeRum model distin-
guished ‘MART’ from ‘MAPT’, despite the visual similar-
ity of the latter due to vagueness.
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OCR : /230 SeRum: 1230

OCR : hame

SeRum: home
OCR : bave SeRum: Dave

OCR : 12/1aa

SeRum: 12/1/99
OCR : LCE

SeRum: ICE

OCR : A11

SeRum: All

OCR : 208055692

SeRum: 20B055692

OCR : MAPT SeRum: MART
OCR : -60,000

SeRum: -60.000

OCR : 12/1aa

SeRum: 12/1/99

OCR: Da Thacer

SeRum: Dan Thaclcer

(d) (e) (f)

OCR: -leard

SeRum: Heard

SeRum: Date: 3/21
OCR : Dat:3/21

OCR : AE0N C0.

SeRum: AEON CO.
OCR : cheesa

SeRum: Cheese

Figure 2. Examples of challenging cases, such as handwritten, blurred, and missing characters, illustrating the difficulties faced by OCR
systems. These characters are known to pose difficulties in accurate recognition. The red and green boxes represent the outputs of OCR
engine and SeRum, respectively. Best viewed in color.
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